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Introduction
This chapter discusses an application of Systemic Functional Linguistics (SFL) to 
the discipline of psychotherapy, in particular to the Conversational Model of psy-
chotherapy as it is used in the treatment of Borderline Personality Disorder (Ste-
venson and Meares, 1992). SFL and the Conversational Model have compatible 
approaches to self in that they both regard self as a construction of meaning, so 
that the meanings we make by wordings become a reliable index for evaluating 
the emergence and maintenance of self. The opportunity for a conversation be-
tween SFL and the Conversational Model is enhanced by their shared theoretical 
interests in language, society, and consciousness. For example, they both refer to 
Trevarthen’s work (1979) in child language development and Vygotsky’s descrip-
tions of social language (1962).
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‘Self ’ conceived in terms of conversation is useful in allowing us to 
chart an observable development of self from the first moments of 
life. It is useful, also, in allowing us 
to study self as shifting state in the therapeutic conversation, words 
being its marker 
(Meares 1998:876)
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Self in Social Relationships: SFL 
SFL is a linguistic theory and analytical tool founded since 1956 by the British 
linguist M. A.K. Halliday and now developed worldwide (Halliday & Matthiessen, 
2004). It has a social, interactional orientation, where language is a resource for 
meaning making, and it is a multistratal theory (with four co-existent strata; con-
text, semantic, lexicogrammatical and phonological) appropriate for describing 
the levels of linguistic complexity required for the study of self. 
SFL describes self in social relationships. Following on from Firth’s descrip-
tion of the social person as a ‘bundle of personae’ (1957: 184), Butt describes the 
‘semantic drift’ of personality across different life situations (Butt, 2000: 341). SFL 
provides a theory and model for investigation of self in language where ‘Experi-
ence is the reality that we construe for ourselves by means of language’ (Halliday 
and Matthiessen, 1999: 3). It enables a close analysis of patterns which may vary 
subtly between different texts produced by one person, but nonetheless show 
changes in self representation.  Recent applications of SFL to the study of self in-
clude Painter’s (1996) description of child language development and Muntigl’s 
(2004) examination of couple counselling. Muntigl describes different semiot-
ic phases to therapy, where clients move from negative semantic construals of 
events to expanded semiotic potentials where they are able to construe them-
selves as agentive. Fine’s (2006) functional approach to language in psychiatric 
disorders provides the means to classify atypicalities in meanings and wordings 
associated with a range of psychiatric disorders. 
Self in Conversation: The Conversational Model 
The elaboration of self in conversation is the foundation stone of the Conver-
sational Model of psychotherapy, where their term ‘conversation’ includes all 
the conversations of a patient’s life, in the immediate world and the wider com-
munity, which are brought into the psychotherapeutic discussion. This model, 
pioneered by Hobson (1985) and extended by Meares (2005), is used worldwide 
for a range of mental health disorders, including Borderline Personality Disorder 
(hereafter BPD), and has informed the therapeutic practice of a major Australian 
teaching hospital, where the data for this study was obtained. 
Patients with BPD are a particularly suitable group for the study of the emer-
gence of self because the diagnostic description of BPD includes ‘a pervasive pat-
tern of instability of interpersonal relationships, self image and affects’ (DSM-IV 
1994:650 my italics). These patients are also generally considered a very difficult 
group to treat and their route to treatment using the Conversational Model of 
psychotherapy includes failure at other treatment regimens (Stevenson and 
Meares, 1992: 358). The patients in this study receive one year of psychotherapy 
(two sessions per week) and medication as required.
Psychotherapy is primarily a linguistic task and its efficacy is measured in 
linguistic terms. As patients undergo psychotherapy there is an expectation of 
change in the construal and experience of self, where self during therapy may be 
described as a ‘shifting state’ with ‘words being its marker’ (Meares, 1998: 876). 
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The psychotherapy aims ‘to develop, in an individual in whom the experience of 
self is diminished or stunted, a conversation which will foster the emergence of 
a personal reality that has the features of a dualistic, or reflective, consciousness’ 
(Meares et al., 2005a: 663). To achieve this, therapists take the patients’ personal 
construals of self at face value and refashion them so that the symbolic form of self 
as language is given back to the patient, modified by new perspectives. These mul-
tiply options, that is, they provide more perspectives than patients already believe 
they have, and challenge patients to take up the new perspectives. Thus, as patients’ 
mental health improves, an expanded repertoire of options of self can be expected. 
Within the Conversational Model three conversational types - Scripts, Chron-
icles and Narratives - are identified as having different clinical values. Although 
Meares acknowledges many different forms of conversation, he suggests ‘the tri-
partite classification… has a heuristic value. It gives us a way of thinking about 
the storying that is going on’ (Meares, 1998: 888). Because Scripts, Chronicles 
and Narratives are conversations that are directly theorised by the therapists 
themselves and because the production of Narratives is considered a core index 
of progress towards improved mental status, these conversational types estab-
lish the focus of this application of SFL to the Conversational Model. 
For linguistic analysis of these conversational types a corpus of thirty tran-
scribed psychotherapy sessions with 5 psychotherapists using the Conversation-
al Model of psychotherapy and 7 patients with BPD was selected and named the 
BPD Corpus. Each psychotherapy session, which typically contains 50 minutes 
of interaction, ranges over a number of topics, including organisation of the ses-
sions and medication, as well as the construal of the patient’s self in tales of both 
the deep past and recent events, descriptions of current attributes and talk of an-
ticipated actions. From the BPD Corpus, three texts each of Scripts and Chroni-
cles and five texts1 of Narratives were selected, using the best accounts available 
in the Conversational Model theory, and named the SCN corpus. It contains texts 
from all 5 psychotherapists and 6/7 of the patients in the BPD Corpus. For each 
text type three different patients were selected to show that the text types occur 
across a range of patients. Text lengths were chosen according to natural breaks 
in conversation and matched topic shifts. The SCN Corpus is the basis of the close 
linguistic analysis in this article, including the quantitative analysis2.  In the dis-
cussion that follows ‘patient’ and ‘therapist’ are the sum of all the clauses spoken 
by the patients and therapists respectively in the SCN Corpus. In the descriptive 
passages patients are referred to by their code name, e.g. P3.  
This chapter, rather than summarising the findings across all strata (see 
Henderson-Brooks, 2006), exemplifies the differences between text types at the 
lexicogrammatical stratum.  In SFL the lexicogrammar is described as ‘(among 
other things), a theory of human experience, a resource whereby experience is 
transformed into meaning’ (Halliday, 1998: 1). Within the lexicogrammatical 
stratum I will further narrow the focus to a transitivity analysis to provide the 
basis for a direct examination of patients’ presentation of self in the three text 
types. A transitivity analysis, as one kind of grammatical patterning (specifically 
of domains of human experience) enables us to demonstrate patterns of mean-
ing in the three text types and allows an examination of whether the Conversa-
tional Model’s three conversations are in fact linguistically discrete. 
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Three Therapeutic Text Types: Chronicles, Scripts and Narratives
Before I turn to the transitivity analysis the three text types introduced above are 
now described according to the Conversational Model’s terms and exemplified 
by sample texts from the SCN Corpus. In the Conversational Model, Scripts and 
Chronicles realise the disruptions of self that occur in BPD as ‘clinical conversa-
tions of a less complex, more automatic kind than the narrative of self.’ Success-
ful therapy ‘involves their transformation into a more spontaneous and complex 
narrative (of self)’ (Meares, 1998: 875 my underline). It is important, nevertheless, 
to recognise that all three conversational types, although separated for theory and 
analysis, can co-occur in a single session. The semantic shifts in the presentation 
of self are a cyclic development across time and a matter of degree rather than an 
absolute.
Chronicle
A Chronicle is the pivotal baseline text from which a therapist works to both pre-
vent a Script occurring and to move a patient towards a Narrative. It is described 
in the Conversational Model thus:
a catalogue of problems with family, work, and with bodily sensation. Nothing comes 
from an interior world. The individual’s experience is outer oriented, the language is 
linear and there is relative poverty of metaphoric usage and recount of external events 
without interpretation, present without images of the future or remembrances of the 
past (Meares, 2000: 28).
Consistently with the overall Conversational Model approach, the Chronicle de-
scription is language oriented and raises intriguing linguistic questions. In this 
chapter the linguistic question focuses on the self as an experiential representa-
tion, which in the Chronicle is one where a catalogue of problems and an experi-
ence that is outer oriented are realised in the experiential domain. 
Sample Chronicle: C2 Work Life
Everything is ticking me off at the moment, I feel like I’m going to blow. Beatrice was pis-
sing me off extremely today. And like last night, you know, I got to work because I woke 
up at 6 o’clock, the customers were coming between 6.30 and 7, there were no customers 
before that. And um, so it was about 20 past 6, she’s out the front smoking cigarettes and 
talking to the blokes that sit out the front. As I pulled up there was this good song on the 
radio and I thought I’m not going over there, I’ll just sit and finish my cigarette then I’ll 
go into work. Sarah and Andrew came by cause they just live around the corner, and they 
just pulled up next to me and then they go “hi” you know and they got out just to say hello 
to me you know and “how are you Clare” and rah rah rah and there’s Beatrice in front of 
these people going “hurry up get to work” or whatever to me. I said “excuse me” I said “my 
customers don’t come until 6.30 so that’s when I’ll start” and she you know she’s bitching 
about something and Margaret could see that I was really pissed off and she said “Clare 
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P
They’re not me, no-one’s me, you know? I don’t know anyone. It’s just… I don’t know anyone 
who has a borderline personality – no-one who feels the things that I feel. I’m sure people 
– more people are scared of rejection you know. And no-one likes that ‘scared of people 
leaving’ feeling but mine’s just intensified – you know? It’s just huge and I really struggle 
with lots of other things that other people don’t struggle with. 
T And it separates you from others.
P
It does. I was talking – who was I talking to? Um, she was saying – because I I don’t know 
anyone with this so I don’t know how badly I have it you know, and she was saying – and 
she was saying - I think I was reading, actually I don’t think I was talking to Anne about it. I 
think I was reading about how people that they can’t relate – they can’t even carry a normal 
relationship with anyone let alone have a partner and um, they try and kill themselves 3 or 
4 times a week and they point the finger and they blame everyone else and they have huge 
temper tantrums and they go off and I kind of okay, I don’t do those things – I do them to 
a certain extent but I don’t do it that badly, but I don’t know anyone like that you know? In 
my circle of friends they’re all healthy. They’re all normal and I struggle with that. 
T Hm-mm
P Yeah I do I struggle with that. A lot. 
don’t let it get to you she just wants to try and put you down in front of these people and 
act like she’s got one up on you but just don’t let it, don’t, the other way you know”. And I 
saw what she was saying, I definitely do, because that’s the way I normally react but I just, 
I’m this close to feeling like just, I’d never do anything to her, I’d probably just walk out, 
but I’m that close to just feeling like I’m going to explode with her. [C2 P3 turn 119]
Script 
A Script intrudes upon other talk and is a dispreferred conversation for thera-
pists. It is described in the Conversational Model thus:
The contents of the traumatic system are not organised in narrative form. There is no 
ordering of these sentences. They are disconnected… The product does not have the 
sequencing, progressing, and evolving characteristics of a true personal narrative that 
depends on the episodic and autobiographical memory. It is repetitive and invariant. 
The narrative is a thwarted one. It does not consist of episodes of personal history but 
rather, of facts the individual has to learn about himself or herself. The language is 
linear, offering few associational linkages (Meares, 2000: 98). 
As was the case for Chronicles, the above description shows the wealth of linguis-
tic questions available for exploration across linguistic strata. In the same way as 
for Chronicles, the focus here is on the construal of self in the experiential do-
main, in particular, on whether the linguistic self is construed as experientially 
different to the Chronicle. 
Sample Script: S3 I am not normal 
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T hard to – 
P Because I’m comparing myself with them
T Mm
P
I’m comparing myself with the normal healthy people and I don’t really belong anywhere. 
I don’t belong in the Psyche Hospital because I’d much rather kill myself all the time but I 
don’t feel like I belong there either you know?
T You don’t belong with them, with normal people?
P No I don’t.
T Um why not here?
P Because I’m not normal.
Narrative 
Narratives are highly regarded by therapists because they are texts which reflect 
a more whole sense of self. They are described contrastively to Scripts and Chron-
icles as ‘a more spontaneous and complex narrative form’ (Meares, 1998: 875). 
The therapy goal is to transform conversation from Scripts and Chronicles into 
more highly valued Narratives: ‘Rather than acting in a way which seems natural 
in the face of a boring conversation one tries to move within it, to become a part 
of it in the manner of James’ intimate philosopher’ (Meares, 2000:124 my under-
line). Thus there is an expectation of change for patients in therapy, with Narra-
tives representing a new value of self and demonstrating successful therapy. 
Narratives raise intriguing questions concerning the linguistic mapping of 
‘complex narrative form[s]’. In this chapter we are focused on one contribution 
towards an answer: how self is realised experientially in Narratives and how that 
realisation differs from the construal of self in Scripts and Chronicles.
Sample Narrative N1 Rain and Bunny Memory 
[S3 P6 T5 turns 131-143]
P Weird [6 secs]I like this weather we’re having
T Do you? 
P Yes I love it when it rains. I like the cooler weather. I don’t like the heat
T Yes yes 
P Cold weather
T Yes and playing with the rain. And it’s like a child isn’t it? Children like rain
P
Mmmm yeh it feels very also when it’s raining umm in the car it feels very secure like a 
security thing when I’m in the car
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Grammar: Transitivity Analysis 
Transitivity is succinctly summarised by Hasan as ‘Who does what to whom, 
when, how and why?’ (1985: 36). Table 1 below summarises the clause types with-
in transitivity theory (Matthiessen, 1995), aligning them with SFL fields of expe-
rience. The table also includes the different Grammatical roles according to their 
Experiential clause types and each clause type is illustrated with a sample clause 
from the SCN Corpus. 
T Yeh 
P And the rain’s falling 
T And you’re not getting wet 
P Yeh I don’t know why but that’s how it feels 
T Interesting
P
Mm I’ve always felt like that but I don’t know why and yeh I remember when I was um I 
was in a pram and I was a baby and I remember my mother walking of a night and I could 
see you know the traffic lights changing colours and the cars and it looked really pretty I 
remember that. I remember feeling very secure and warm sort of snuggly sort of thing and 
since then um I feel like that in the car and sort of in bed of a night when it’s raining and 
that and I snuggle down I feel really secure.
[N1 P1 T1 turns 326-338]
Field of 
Experience
Clause 
Type
Grammatical 
Participants 
Example from SCN Corpus 
Field of doing and 
happening
Material
Behavioural 
Actor/ Goal/Range/ 
Circumstance
Behaver/Behaviour/
Range
I[Actor]/ threw/ the rest[Goal]/ out[Circ]
I[Behaver] / yelled/[Behaviour] 
Field of consciousness
internal
external
Mental
Verbal
Senser/ Phenomenon
Sayer / Verbiage
I[Senser]/ didn’t like/ rain[Phenomenon]
I [Sayer]/ said /“excuse me”[Verbiage]
Field of being and 
having
Relational
:Possessive
:Attributive 
:Identifying 
Existential
Possessor/ Possession
Carrier/ Attribute
Token/ Value
Existent
We[Possessor]/ own/ the flat[Possession]
I [Carrier] was/ very angry[Attribute]
This [Token] is /normal [Value]
There/ were/ spiders[Existent] 
Table 1: Field of Experience (adapted from Matthiessen 1995:204 with addition of Gram-
matical Participants and sample clauses) 
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Figure 1 above shows material and relational clauses are the two most frequent 
clause types and that they are relatively consistent across the three text types. 
Chronicles have the fewest mental clauses. They have instead an increased 
number of verbal clauses, which is consistent with their ‘event’ orientation 
where patients retell conversations of the past few days. Behavioural and existen-
tial clauses are included in Figure 1 for completeness but they are not discussed 
further because they make a limited contribution to patterns of meanings of the 
transitivity analysis. 
Figure 1 above also demonstrates that the differences between Scripts, Chron-
icles and Narratives are not realised as major differences in the broad quanti-
fication of clause types. Instead more localised variations of meaning must be 
considered. 
We now turn to the transitivity analysis for each of the three text types. The 
next section summarises the results of the transitivity analysis for Chronicles, 
then Scripts and Narratives in the order: material, mental, verbal and relational 
clauses, followed by a discussion of Circumstances. The patterns of meanings in 
the transitivity are then summarised and discussed in the sections that follow. 
Clause Types: Distribution across Text Types
Figure 1 below shows clause distribution for the clauses spoken by patients in 
the SCN Corpus. The results are based on the analysis of the 1140 patient ranked 
clauses. Each clause type is represented as a percentage of the total clause number 
for each text type. 
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The Transitivity of Chronicles 
The sample Chronicle introduced earlier suggests that Chronicles are recounts 
of recent actions. We now consider the different clause types to see how the texts 
are realised as experience. The results are based on the analysis of 377 ranked 
patient clauses in Chronicles. 
C1 Chronicle Material Clauses 
In Chronicles, material clauses represent the congruent world of Human Actors 
doing things, where the most frequent Actor is the patient doing daily tasks in 
36 % (42/128) material clauses. Table 2 in Appendix 1 summarises these Actors 
according to Hasan’s cline of dynamism (Hasan, 1985: 47), where a human acting 
on a human Goal is considered the most dynamic action. Other human Actors are 
for the most part specified humans, e.g. a work colleague, Beatrice. Non-specified 
humans include the parents at school, who ‘would have made toffees’. There is 
also a cluster of abstract entities as happening, as in something has happened. 
The Goal/ Range analysis of Chronicle material clauses show that patients 
typically act on concrete physical objects, such as a watermelon. When there is a 
human as second Participant the clauses show that the patients’ actions on other 
people either have negative impacts, e.g. I upset her or are non impacting, e.g. to 
meet. Patients are never Goal in Chronicles, that is, no one acts on them.
Table 3 in Appendix 1 summarises the Grammatical Goals in Chronicle claus-
es where patient is Actor. In terms of Hasan’s cline of dynamism, patients do not 
act upon their world, especially upon animate Goals, with much force. Goalless 
clauses, which are the 50% (21/42) of these clauses, are all clauses of movement, 
e.g. to walk out. Similarly to the patients, other human Participants act upon 
things rather than humans.
In a series of imperatives addressed to one patient’s (P2’s) son, what appears 
to be action oriented e.g. get dressed is a description of futility because the receiver 
of the imperatives does not perform the actions, rendering the giver of the or-
ders, his mother, as impotent. Grammatically, this is because imperatives have 
the addressee as potential grammatical Actor. This contrasts with the semantic 
Actor who induces the action and whose effectuality is dependent upon whether 
the order is carried out or not. In this Chronicle the mother is ignored, contribut-
ing to her sense of non-effectuality. 
C2 Chronicle Mental Clauses
Mental clauses are essential for the expression of an interior world, so there is an 
expectation that there will be limited mental processes in Chronicles, which fo-
cus on telling everyday events. Mental clauses represent 14% (52/377) of the total 
Chronicle clauses, considerably fewer than with either relational (32%, 121/377) 
or material clauses (34%, 128/377). There is a congruent realisation of specified 
humans sensing their own world. The primary Senser is the patient in 50% 
(26/52) of the total mental clauses. This section considers the process subtypes. 
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Text Semantic Outcome
Um over the years like if I want Patient presents her desire
to listen to music or something
she doesn’t like it too loud Mother-in law’s desire overrides patient’s desire
I have to put it down
Patient acts according to mother-in law’s desires not 
her own
which I didn’t like [[doing]] Patient feels negative emotion
C2.1 Chronicle Mental Processes
a) Mental affect: emotion and desire, perception processes
There is a limited range of mental affect either as emotion or desire (13%, 7/52 
clauses). Regardless of the Senser, all of the emotions and desires have a nega-
tive impact on the patient. The extract below illustrates the contrast between the 
effectuality of  one patient’s (P1’s) desires compared to her mother-in-law, who 
manages to achieve her desired outcome. 
Extract 1 [C1 P1 cl 15-18]
Thus, in Chronicles, specific participants in the patients’ tales, here a mother-in-
law, are reported as having emotions and desires which induce patients to act 
against their own desires. At the same time, patients themselves tell tales where 
their emotions or desires do not influence their world. The physical isolation, 
already seen in the material clauses is thus carried through in the mental clauses, 
again as a lack of potency to have effective desires.
b) Mental Cognition Processes
Mental cognition is the dominant subgroup of mental clauses in Chronicles 
(58%, 30/52 clauses). Most of the cognition clauses report what patients are think-
ing, meaning, and knowing. The reporting of other people’s inner consciousness is 
limited to: (i) specific people who do not understand the patient, for example, He 
(son) doesn’t understand the value of money; (ii) generalised people, for example, 
you (generalised ‘one’), everybody else and anybody else; or (iii) the therapist as 
addressee, you know what I mean. These non-specified thinkers demonstrate the 
beginning of generalisation, from the specific incidents of the everyday to what 
will become ‘truths’ about normal people in Scripts.
C3 Chronicle Verbal Clauses
Chronicles contain the most verbal clauses for the three text types. In particular, 
direct and reported speech retells everyday events of the recent past. The patient 
is the narrator of the entire Chronicle, but within Chronicles patients also give 
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Text Outcome 
she’ll come down and she’ll say to me, don’t tell my husband 
something it’s secret
mother-in-law speaks
and so I don’t say nothing Patricia obeys by silence
and then when I’m not there, she sneaks down and tells my 
husband and then tells my husband that I knew for months Mother-in-law speaks
so my husband and I had an argument Patricia and husband argue 
and then I um was that angry that I told her off Patricia speaks
and um she was going to throw dog food all over me mother-in-law potential action 
and she wouldn’t speak to me, I think it was for about a month mother-in-law refuses to speak 
my husband had to end up, um kept on talking to her and 
talking to her to get her to speak to me but in the meantime 
he was cranky with me
Husband has to speak Impacts 
relationship
and because I’m yelling at his mother Patricia speaks 
and he wouldn’t speak to me for about a week Husband refuses to speak
I was walking the streets just um wandering around upset and 
depressed and that
Patricia is displaced = alienation from 
family
because as far I was concerned she was in the wrong she 
shouldn’t have done what she did
Patient judges mother-in-law 
negatively
and everybody else thought 
Other people think = alienation from 
community
um because she’s very elderly she’s eighty they all thought oh 
poor lady because I upset her
Other people excuse mother-in-law
And ^I yelled at her and all that Patricia speaks 
and she’s elderly and she went up um the neighbour our 
neighbour come up an like sympathising with her and she’s 
crying and my husband’s up there and that and stuff like that
and is seen negatively against her 
community
and …I had to end up apologising to her …so Patient has to do humiliating speech
Therapist: That would have been very humiliating
voice to other Sayers, who are real specified people in the patients’ lives. The fol-
lowing extract, of an incident involving P1 and her mother-in-law, illustrates that 
although there appears to be robust speech occurring, P1 represents her speech 
as consistently thwarted in a direct parallel to the pattern seen in mental clauses 
above. This pattern can also be seen in other patient interactions. 
Extract 2 [C1 P1 cl 87-128] 
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In the above extract P1 reveals that she does not speak in a way that effects any 
positive outcome in her world, although the speech and non-speech of others 
impacts upon her. The most succinct illustration of powerless speech is shown in 
the following clause from another patient, P2, which refers to conditional irrealis 
direct speech with a negative outcome for a non event:
 It wouldn’t matter if you said, right now Edward carry this down and do it like this 
and this because it doesn’t sink in.  [C3 P2 cl38-42]
Here P2 is reporting what she perceives as so ineffectual to say that she doesn’t 
even speak it. 
C4 Chronicle Relational Clauses 
Relational clauses represent 33% (121/377 instances) of the Chronicle clauses. 
They are in similar proportion to material clauses, perhaps surprisingly given 
the expectation from the Conversational Model, that the Chronicle is a world of 
‘external events’. Yet, as the following discussion shows, relational clauses can 
reveal as much about ‘external events’ as inner Attributes. The discussion of rela-
tional clauses proceeds in the following order: relational possessive clauses, rela-
tional circumstantial clauses and relational intensive clauses. 
C4.1 Relational Possessive Clauses
Relational possessive clauses show patients (with or without a co-possessor) 
predominantly as possessing external physical Possessions, e.g. we own one of the 
sheds. The Possessions of other people are also limited to physical Possessions, 
e.g. money. 
C4.2 Relational Circumstantial Clauses
The limited inscriptions of relational circumstantial clauses (4%) place the pa-
tient either in their physical world, e.g. When I’m not there (the workplace) or in 
metaphorical locations, for example, I ended up in tears.  Feeling is also located spa-
tially, I’m this close [[to just feeling like I’m going to explode with her]]. Here, the pa-
tient’s attempt to describe her emotions is closely aligned to material action. The 
feeling is not an attributive emotion, e.g. anger, but is described in proximity to a 
physical outburst of anger, explode.
C4.3 Relational Intensive Clauses
a) Attributive
The majority, 58% (70/121 instances), of the relational intensive clauses are at-
tributive. This section considers the Attributes of the human participants in 
Chronicles, that is, as self-attribution of the patients (18 instances) and as At-
tributes of other people in the patients’ tales (16 instances). Table 4 in Appendix 1 
displays sample attributive clauses. 
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All the Chronicle relational intensive attributive clauses with self as Carrier 
show negative Attributes e.g. I got very upset and depressed. These clauses occur at 
the beginning of a Chronicle, before the events which justify the Attributes are 
presented, and are repeated at places in the tale which recommence a further 
unfolding of events. In Chronicles, emotions of ‘anger’ and ‘upset’ are caused by 
negative external factors e.g. anger at another person’s (Beatrice’s) actions.  The 
Chronicle which illustrates this chapter tells a tale which exemplifies why Beat-
rice is described as pissing me off. 
In Chronicles, patients, who present themselves negatively, also present 
other people, specifically the other named participants in their tales, negatively. 
Two clauses suggest negative inner consciousness of other participants - she was 
shitty (that I did that), he was cranky with me - and all clauses imply a judgement 
of these participants for their negative impact on the patient. Paradoxically, al-
though Beatrice evokes an entire Chronicle she has a limited representation in 
the relational attributive clauses (2/41 instances, in Chronicle 2). However, the 
force of the lexis is strong: she is a bitch, she was shitty. Rather than directly evaluat-
ing Beatrice in relational clauses, the principal means of evaluating Beatrice is 
implicit in the tale of her improper material actions, e.g. putting out reused food.
 
b) Identifying
Relational intensive identifying clauses contribute 20% (23/121 instances) of 
Chronicle relational clauses. Consistently, they are summaries of evaluation 
which equate the preceding events with an evaluation of life in general. For ex-
ample, that is the same at home launches a tale to provide exemplification of how 
it is at home. 
Relational intensive identifying clauses also summarise preceding behaviour 
which is more directly linked to a description of the patient herself, for example, 
because that’s the way [[I normally react]]. These clauses, which present reality as an 
identifying bald assertion, That is the way… are monologic (in White’s Appraisal 
terms: White 2005) in that they present no alternative view in the ranked clause. 
The evaluative lexis is positioned in the rankshifted clause (normally), which in-
creases the difficulty for a therapist to engage with a patient’s worldview. The im-
mutability of these facts is addressed by the patient in a clause of negative evalua-
tion: What is the bloody point? Thus, relational identifying clauses can be recognised 
as anchor points in the Chronicle of everyday events, because the summary of the 
everyday has the potential to become the embedded evaluation of the Script.
C5 Chronicle Circumstances
Circumstances in Chronicles describe the physical context in which events oc-
cur.  They place the tale in time and space, attached to material, concrete events 
of everyday normality, for example, she was going to throw dog food all over me 
[Loc:spatial] I knew for months [Extent:temporal]. Since there is a close rela-
tionship between material clauses and Circumstances of location (Matthies-
sen, 1999:17) the high number of material clauses in Chronicles allows for the 
potential co-existence of a high number of location spatial clauses. With three 
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exceptions in 148 location spatial clauses (I ended up in tears, in the end you’re 
thinking and she was in the wrong), all locations are congruent physical locations. 
However, even in relational, mental and verbal clauses, in which there is an ex-
pectation of other Circumstance types, Circumstances of location:spatial and 
location:temporal still consistently dominate. 
C6 Summary 
This transitivity analysis of Chronicles shows how patients in Chronicles 
present a consistent and detailed ineffectuality in the grammar. All the clause 
types contribute to the same picture of ineffectuality: patients are ineffectual 
Actors, Speakers, Sensers and Sayers. In contrast, patients, in their Chronicles, 
present other people as having an effectual normality as effectual Actors, Speak-
ers, Sensers and Sayers. Further, these people negatively impact upon patients. 
The Transitivity of Scripts
 We now turn to consider the experiential representation of the patients’ reali-
ties in Scripts. The results are based on the analysis of 258 ranked patient clauses 
in Scripts. The description follows the pattern set for Chronicles. 
S1 Material Clauses 
Material clauses are the second most dominant process types (after relational 
clauses), representing 31% (81/258) of the total Script patient clauses.  Table 5 in 
Appendix 1 illustrates material clauses for the grammatical participant of Actor. 
85 % (69/81) of the patients’ material clauses construe the congruent world of 
human Actors. The principal Actor is the patient with 66% (54/81) of the clauses. 
This is the highest percentage of patient as Actor in the three text types, which 
is suggestive of the higher level of self-focus in Scripts. There is, however, also a 
distinct shift for the other human Actors in Scripts: as well as specified named 
Actors there is a group of generalised other people. These Actors are discussed 
after a discussion of the grammatical Goal in patient clauses. 
Goal/Range in Script clauses are summarised in Table 6 of Appendix 1. They 
suggest a restricted material impact of patients upon their world. The majority 
of clauses (59%, 32/54 instances) have no Goal, that is, they are middle clauses 
and not effective upon people or things. In fact, the only impacting action on a 
human being occurs within an enclosed world of self acting upon self, in 6 re-
flexive clauses, for example, I’m comparing myself with normal people. The limited 
patient action on a material Goal is either a non-action, e.g. I don’t eat anything or 
irrealis, e.g. should I buy a car. Actions upon ideas show the proximity to mental 
processes as patients report on what they have tried or never learned. Thus, mate-
rial clauses show a strong pattern of non-connection with the world of things 
and other people.
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I think I was reading about how people that they can’t relate they can’t even carry a normal 
relationship with anyone let alone have a partner and um, they try and kill themselves 3 or 4 times 
a week and they point the finger and they blame everyone else and they have huge temper tantrums 
and they go off and I think ok I kind of go off I don’t do those things I do them to a certain extent but 
I don’t do it that badly, but I don’t know anyone like that you know? In my circle of friends they’re 
all healthy. They’re all normal and I struggle with that
S1.1 Other People as Actors in Scripts 
In contrast to the material world of Chronicles, which had specified human Partici-
pants other than the patients as Actors, in Scripts, Actors other than the patient have 
a limited representation. In Script material clauses, humanity is represented by two 
generalised classes of people: (i) people with BPD and (ii) ‘normal’ people. Extract 3 
below illustrates how the two generalised classes of people are used by one patient 
(P6) to first compare her own actions to the people with BPD and then to contrast 
them with the positively described ‘normal’ people at the end of the extract. 
Extract 3 [S3 P6 cl 77-93] 
Here, P6 demonstrates ambivalence about her own normality, any contradiction 
of which is made harder by the use of generalised Participants. These Participants 
engage in specific material actions in the habitual present, which include acting 
upon themselves e.g. try and kill themselves and the addition of Circumstances, e.g. 
three to four times a week, to anchor the ‘facts’ of this argument in time. When P6 
presents herself in the argument, the Circumstances become less specific, e.g. to 
a certain extent, as she tries to disengage herself from people with BPD. Although 
she is uncertain as to how well she fits this category, she does know that she does 
not fit with healthy, normal people.
S2 Mental Clauses 
Mental clauses represent 21% (53/258) of total Script clauses (as opposed to 14% 
in Chronicles) and 92% (48/53 instances) of these are mental cognition. Mental 
affect:emotion and desire, seen in Chronicle as expressing ineffectuality, is al-
most absent, showing that, in Scripts, the negative worldview is not construed 
through the patient as Senser.  Within this limited worldview the patient is the 
primary Senser in 82% (42/53) of clauses. The limited other people as Senser 
(18%, 9/53 clauses) are non-specified human beings, e.g. No-one and normal peo-
ple. Because of the limited overall number of instances of mental clauses the fol-
lowing sections include all the Participants in the same discussion. 
S2.1 Mental Clauses: Processes 
a) Mental affect:emotion and desire, perception
The only mental affect:emotion process in Scripts, like, occurs in a clause where 
the Senser is the generalised no-one: And no-one likes that [[and scared of people 
leaving feeling]]. In this clause feeling has been downranked into the nominal 
group, so that it is not available for direct discussion. Mental affect:desire is also 
notably almost absent. The limited patients’ desires have negative polarity, for 
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Depending on I don’t know someone rejects me that’s bad or someone leaves me or then I get 
angry or frustrated at my situation and I think about it too much. Like last night was pretty bad I 
went to a friend’s house. It was good to see her but I don’t know but she was saying how she cried 
today, which was yesterday, because she had a real difficult patient - she’s a physio. And that was 
difficult. I’m really tired and I didn’t know which job to take, I don’t know whether I should move 
out, got heaps of money so should I buy a new car – ahh It’s just frustrating.
As I came home I was angry and I thought about Anne, and I thought about having to come here 
and I thought about how I have to take 10 tablets a day just to keep upright And I just got really 
angry and really, really sad and I thought about Anne. I thought about the situation you know 
she’s got work she’s my age and she’s an architect, she’s got a degree and she’s married and they’re 
starting to build a house for themselves. I was thinking can’t be serious. So it just depends on 
what’s going on as to the intensity of the pain but it’s always there.
example, I don’t want a mobile phone. The desires of other people, for example, that 
a father will be able to contact a patient whenever he wants, have negative impact 
on the patients. The limited mental affect:desire suggests that the thwarted wants 
of Chronicles have become complete non-expression in Scripts. There are no 
mental affect:perception clauses in Scripts, suggesting that the patients’ world in 
Scripts is represented as given, not perceived.
b) Mental Cognition 
As in Chronicles, mental cognition is the dominant subgroup of mental proc-
esses in Scripts (93%, 48/53 instances). Patient is Senser in 81% (40/48) of men-
tal cognition clauses. In Scripts, 50% (25/48 clauses) of mental cognition clauses 
have negative polarity, for example, reporting on what the patient doesn’t think 
and doesn’t know. Some negative instances are direct responses to therapist que-
ries and others are suggestive of disconnection with the world, e.g. I don’t know 
anyone with borderline personality disorder. 
An unfolding pattern of patient cognition is displayed in Extract 4 below: 
Extract 4 [S3 P6 cl 4-48]
In Extract 4 above I don’t know expresses P6’s inability to understand her situa-
tion or to make a decision. The activity of thinking is shown here to contribute 
to P6’s internal state of Affect. For example, she was angry as she came home, then 
she thought and then she got really angry and really really sad. Thus emotions are en-
closed within the patient herself, showing increased alienation from the world, in 
contrast to the external human causes of anger in Chronicle, e.g. Beatrice’s actions. 
When Sensers of cognition are generalised normal people, mental cognition 
clauses also display limited thoughts and negative polarity. However, these claus-
es are semantically different from the patients’ clauses. Rather than displaying 
inability to think, as was the case for patients, the clauses with ‘normal’ people as 
Senser construe normality positively by the absence of negative thoughts. They 
are also suggestive of thoughts that patients do have, as in e.g. They’re not thinking 
of new ways to really hurt themselves. 
Reporting other people’s inner consciousness may be a sign of intimacy in 
some contexts, but here the claim to know the mind of a very large and non spe-
cific group is being used to support the overall argument that, as well as the ex-
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ternal attributes of normality previously discussed, ‘normal’ people are also dif-
ferent in their inner consciousness. 
S3 Verbal Clauses
Verbal clauses are limited in Scripts (5%, 14/258 instances). Nine of these 14 
clauses are patients’ self-reporting speech, which is mostly confined to repre-
senting the speech of the immediate context of the current session, for one of 
five distinct semantic functions:
1.  to add an evaluation of the current talk: I feel like a record when I say it.
2.  to clarify a preceding clause: I’m not saying …(2 instances). These are the 
only two instances of negative polarity of speaking.
3.  to textually reference previous talk within the session: as I said ( 3 instanc-
es). These textual links also reinforce the repetition of the text.
4.  to introduce another voice, as an irrealis generalised Sayer, Somebody, as 
in: I don’t have a clue where to start because somebody might say ‘Just lay in bed 
then and try a different alternative.’ There is no textual clue as to who somebody 
might be, but the other voice (albeit a weak one) pre-empts any suggestion 
the therapist might be about to make as a solution to the patient’s troubles.
5.  to introduce other Sayers: For example, P6’s speech justifies the patient’s 
evaluation of her own life: she [Anne] was saying how she [Anne] cried today… 
and that was difficult. 
Thus direct speech, which is predominantly used in Chronicles to report on 
daily life, in Scripts is both limited in quantity and serves a reduced function. 
This suggests different generic purposes for Scripts and Chronicles, a topic not 
explored further here.
S4 Relational Clauses 
Relational clauses represent 37% (100/258) of the total Script clauses, which is a 
similar percentage to relational clauses in the other text types. 
S4.1 Relational Possessive Clauses 
In Scripts 16% (16/100) of relational clauses describe Possessions of ‘normal’ peo-
ple, which contrast patients’ lack of possessions. Possessions vary semantically 
with the Possessor and this relationship is discussed below in the following sec-
tions: 1.Patients; 2. Anne; 3. generalised normal people; and 4. people with BPD. 
1. Patients as Possessor
Possessions, overall, for patients are limited and of negative cultural value. For 
example, Therapy sessions are implicitly negatively evaluated, as in: and then I 
have another one [i.e. session] because by attending therapy patients demonstrate 
that they are not ‘normal’.  The one positive material possession, heaps of money 
is still problematic because the patient does not know what to do with it. Inner 
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life is also expressed as possession, directly as in: I have a feeling [[that it is probably 
part of my problem]] and indirectly as I don’t have a clue where to start. These gram-
matically possessive clauses are semantically agnate to the mental clauses, I feel 
and I don’t know.
2. Anne, a Specified Normal Person as Possessor
In contrast to P6, her friend Anne possesses Attributes which imply a success-
ful life, according to the patient. She has an education (She’s got a degree), a job 
(she’s got work), and interaction and impact on other human beings (she had a real 
difficult patient). Anne’s positive normality is in direct contrast to the patient’s 
own anger and sadness at the lack of normality of her situation, seen in other 
relational clauses.
 
3. Generalised Normal People as Possessor
People who don’t have BPD possess the absence of implied possessive negative 
internal Attributes of the patient, for example, they don’t just have a savage, savage 
fear of [[being rejected]]. This is an indirect way for this particular patient to intro-
duce her own symptoms, since the negative polarity for others implies her positive 
polarity, that she does possess negative attributes of inner life, i.e. a savage fear. 
4. People with BPD as Possessor
People with BPD possess negative symptoms, e.g. they have huge temper tantrums, 
or an absence of positive things, e.g. they can’t have a partner. Thus, the negative 
Possessions of a class of people to which patients belong, contribute to the pa-
tients’ negative self appraisal. 
S4.2 Relational Circumstantial Clauses
The 4/100 relational circumstantial clauses are a repetition of one idea, I am up (= 
out of bed in the middle of the night). Such repetition is alluded to by Meares as 
central to Scripts (2000: 130). There are no Attributes of specified physical location.
S4.3 Relational Intensive Clauses
a) Attributive 
The majority of the relational clauses (64%, 64/100) are intensive attributive. The 
same people who were Possessors in the possessive clauses (see S4.1 above) are 
Carriers in these clauses. Their Attributes are now discussed.
1. Attributes of the Patient (Self Attribution) 
The 23/64 inscriptions of Script relational intensive clauses with self as Carrier 
repeat the same negative attributes. Inner consciousness is reported as negative 
Affect, which is mostly negative satisfaction with bodily symptoms, e.g. I’m really 
tired, I feel very awful, or a negative reaction to life situations, then I get angry, I got 
really really sad, and I got frustrated at my situation. 
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P what’s going on as to the intensity of the pain // but it’s always there.
T Is it kind of like [[being your best friend]] you realize //how bad things are?
P Well, how can anyone? //No-one can// They’re not me// no-one’s me
2. Anne, a Specified Normal Person 
In combination with the positive relational possessive clauses in which Anne is 
the Possessor (money, work, partner) seen above, Anne also has classifying inten-
sive attributes which create a categorical description of Anne’s  perceived nor-
mality; she’s a physio, she’s my age, she’s an architect, and she’s married. Interestingly, 
although Anne is P6’s friend there is no attribution of her inner world. Anne is 
described only by external Attributes: her role in this text is to provide ‘proof ’ of 
how much P6 is missing out on. 
3. Generalised Normal People 
Generalised people are represented in external Attributes, e.g. normal, healthy. 
They are also attributed with an inner world, for example, the assumption that 
normal people don’t get angry all the time, which is used to contrast the negative 
inner world of the patient.
4. People with BPD
People with BPD are not described in terms of relational attributes. They are de-
scribed, instead, with the exception of two possessive clauses shown above in 
S4.1.4, in material clauses. P6, for example, never directly includes herself in the 
category of BPD people, even though she is in this therapy programme because 
of her BPD diagnosis. 
b) Identifying 
Relational identifying clauses represent only 14% (14/100) of relational clauses. 
Generally these clauses summarise prior discussion, e.g. That is the hope [[I’m hold-
ing on to]]. Extract 5 below shows that, instead of equating ideas, relational iden-
tifying clauses display P6’s alienation by directly equating a definition of self as 
contrastive to other human beings. 
Extract 5 [S3 P6 T5 cl 44-52]
This extract occurs after a series of relational intensive clauses where the Attribu-
tives have described the patient as negatively valued, as not ‘normal’. P6 reaches 
her conclusion in two equative identifying clauses, they are not me, no one is me. 
Thus, she has redefined herself as separate from the ‘normal’ world. 
S5 Circumstances 
Circumstances occur in 31% (81/258) Script clauses. The principal Circumstance 
type is Location:spatial (34%, 27/81instances). In the same way as generalised Par-
ticipants were seen above to be used to argue a world view, the Circumstances 
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are also generalised, in particular Circumstances of extent (13%, 10/81 instances), 
which appear to semantically add verisimilitude to an irrealis claim: (i) as gener-
alised extents which attempt to be specific by the addition of numerical ‘evidence’, 
e.g. to try and kill themselves three to four times a week and (ii) as all encompassing 
extents, e.g. I’m not trying to kill myself all the time. The movement between spe-
cific instances and generalisations is foregrounded in a clause where the patient 
struggles to choose the most appropriate extent: sometimes, most, more often than 
not, I do get a good nights sleep. This struggle also demonstrates the difficulty the 
patient has in accepting a positive report of her life. Circumstances of cause or an-
gle are absent, which again shows that the world of the Script is taken for granted. 
S6 Summary 
The transitivity analysis of Scripts shows that patients represent a restricted con-
strual of their world, consistent across all clause types. They have a restricted ma-
terial impact upon the world, with the majority of material clauses being Goal-
less - the only Goals are limited to patients’ actions upon themselves (S1; table 6 
appendix 1). In relational attributive clauses (S4.3), patients possess repeatedly 
negative attributes and symptoms. In relational identifying clauses (S4.3) the 
most poignant sense of alienation is seen in they are not me, no-one is me. Men-
tal affect:emotion clauses (S2.1) are limited and mental affect:desire clauses are 
absent in Scripts. Mental cognition clauses demonstrate a lack of knowing. The 
mental clauses together show an enclosed interior world,  where patients’ own 
emotions and thoughts have impact only upon the patients themselves.  
Normal people, both specified (e.g. Anne) and generalised, provide patients 
with a contrastive normality. These people act upon their worlds and possess 
positive physical Possessions and Attributes. In contrast, people with BPD pos-
sess negative attributes and the Script texts display the ambivalence these pa-
tients feel about whether or not they belong to this group. 
The Transitivity of Narratives
We shall now consider the different clause types for Narratives to determine 
how these texts are realised as experience. The results are based on the analysis 
of 318 ranked patient clauses in Narratives. The description follows the pattern 
set for Chronicles and Scripts. 
N1 Material Clauses 
This section considers the Grammatical participants for material clauses. Mate-
rial clauses, representing 31% (98/318) of patients’ Narrative clauses (see Fig.1), 
are the second most dominant clause type after relational clauses. Table 7 in 
Appendix 1 summarises the Grammatical Actor in material clauses. Overall pa-
tients construe themselves as Actor in 35% of clauses. The patient, however, is 
the sole Actor in only 19% (19/98) of the material clauses. In contrast to Scripts 
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I sort of also fantasise a little bit about, you know, those sort of American movies or 
something where you see its usually a man, sometimes a lady, and they sort of just, er, 
they’re travelling a bit or something and they stop off at a place to stay just a little motelly 
place or something have dinner, meet someone meet some people have a chat whatever, go 
back, go on their merry way the next day, and whatever. For some reason I’ve got this lovely 
dream in my head at the moment that I wish I could do that
and Chronicles, patients also appear as joint Actor with others in 14% (14/98) of 
clauses. In Narratives, generalised other people display the freedom of others to 
act as they please, but rather than creating alienation for patients (as they did in 
Scripts), they suggest a potential for patients to do the same. This is illustrated in 
Extract 6 below, where a patient (P3) introduces fantasised other people and then 
concludes not that she is different (as in Scripts), but that she wishes she could be 
like them, thus creating an alternative model of action and being. Also, immedi-
ately prior to Extract 6 below, P3 had suggested a modalised action with positive 
modal ability: you could throw your backpack on your shoulder and walk away. 
Extract 6 [N4 P3 cl 30-43]
Grammatical Goals in Narrative material clauses where patient is the Actor are 
summarised in Table 8 in Appendix 1. There are 18 Goalless clauses with patient 
and patient + other as Actor, but rather than lacking impact upon the world these 
clauses are completed by Circumstances, for example, we moved into our house. 
The Circumstances introduce a location for the movement and hence contribute 
to an increased representation of interaction with the world. Further, in one Nar-
rative a patient (P6) is Goal in a series of agentless passive clauses in a dream text, 
e.g. where I was being sent off. They suggest the unreality of participants who act on 
the patient in a dream.  Other human Actors act on material things, e.g. she (my 
mother) made playdoh from scratch. They also act upon the patient as Goal, e.g. he 
always thrashed me. Although these clauses could lead to negative self talk, in the 
context of the Narrative they continue as positive texts. In this particular Narra-
tive P4 continues to recount happy childhood memories. 
N2 Mental Clauses
The total number of patient mental clauses for Narratives is 25% (80/318). The 
mental lexis is positive, e.g. fantasise, wish and love. As for Scripts and Chronicles 
patients are the primary Sensers (82%, 66/80 clauses). Other people are repre-
sented by the generic Senser Everybody, e.g. Everybody else knows the whole process. 
The therapist is given the Senser role in two direct questions from  patients: Do 
you know that book? and Why how far back do you remember? for yourself? 
N2.1 Narrative Mental Processes
a) Mental affect:emotion
All 8 instances of mental affect:emotion are positive and seven of them cluster 
in one section in N1. This clustering demonstrates the rarity of these moments 
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in the entire SCN Corpus. The Phenomena of mental affect:emotion clauses are 
all things not people, e.g. I liked the light. Specifically, 6 instances of positive men-
tal affect:emotion have the weather as Phenomenon, e.g. I like the cooler weather. 
Although weather is externally oriented and a potentially banal topic for the ex-
pression of Affect it introduces a childhood memory and hence further emotion. 
The significance of this is returned to in the overall discussion. 
b) Mental affect:desire
Consistently with the whole SCN Corpus, Mental affect:desire is limited in the 
Narratives (4%, 3/80 clauses). The three  instances are:
1.  I keep wanting to say lantana: a set phrase referring to word finding difficulties.
2.  I just don’t want to become an awful person: signals the negative end to a Nar-
rative.
3.  For some reason I’ve got this lovely dream in my head at the moment// that I wish// I 
could do that. This is the one instance of a truly positive mental affect:desire. 
The future desire impacts into the present Affect in next clause, I feel really 
good today.
c) Mental affect:perception
Mental affect:perception clauses are principally visual perception with Phenom-
ena. These include: things, I saw these pretty lights, and two Macrophenomena: I 
could see [[the bunnies hopping on the wallpaper]], and I could see [[the traffic lights 
changing colours]]. They cluster with positive mental affect: emotion clauses and 
are also closely connected to the mental cognition of memory. 
d) Mental cognition
In Narratives, as in Chronicles and Scripts, mental cognition is the dominant 
mental clause subtype but here it is foregrounded for its positive value. Seventy-
two percent of mental clauses are positive, which marks an increase in positive 
knowing and thinking. I remember is cognition lexis which projects feelings into 
the text: I remember feeling very warm and secure. 
N3 Verbal Clauses
The limited number of verbal clause instances (3%, 10/318 Narrative clauses) all 
have to say as the unmarked process. Semantically, patients’ talk is effective and 
positively appraised, e.g. I feel really good today//I even – I told one of the casework-
ers off about one of their clients. Direct speech to self also illustrates the agency and 
pleasure of a patient (P3), as in: Well Clare remind yourself you could just throw that 
backpack on your shoulder and walk away and just say ‘see ya, you don’t bother me’. This 
kind of internal dialogue suggests an acknowledgement of an interior self, a ma-
jor development according to the Conversational Model.
N4 Relational Clauses
Relational clauses represent 38% (121/318) of the Narrative clauses, a similar per-
centage to that in the other text types.
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N4.1 Relational Possessive Clauses
Possessive clauses (21%, 26/121 of the relational clauses) include positive evalua-
tion, as in I had a lovely dream. Physical Possessions belong to childhood memo-
ries of place, e.g. the childhood family home. Abstract Possessions are actions and 
dream-based. Even bodily signs, e.g. ulcers, are remembered Possessions rather 
than current signs. There is no possession of feeling.
N4.2 Relational Circumstantial Clauses
A total of four circumstantial locational clauses (3%, 4/121 of relational clauses) 
place patients in a physical location in their childhood or in a dream. Two of these 
circumstantial clauses are in the continuous present where the feelings are now 
represented as ongoing. For example, I feel like that (secure)// when I’m in the car 
connects a past experience to a persistent current emotion and thus brings emo-
tion into the therapy as a topic for potential discussion.
N4.3 Relational Intensive Clauses
a) Attributive
As was the case for Scripts and Chronicles, the majority of relational clauses in 
Narratives are intensive attributive (58%, 70/121 instances). But an important 
difference is that the finite verb of these clauses sets them in past, future or hy-
pothetical time more often than the present. 
i) Attributes of Patients
Narrative relational clauses show a distinct possibility for a positive worldview. 
Self Attributes include positive Attributes, which mostly represent inner experi-
ences e.g. I felt really happy, and I feel really secure.  Attributes class the patient as 
baby and importantly, the one attribution of normality occurs when one patient 
(P6) can describe herself as one of them now, that is, she can define herself within 
the category of normal people.
ii) Attributes of Others
Other humans have a limited presentation in Narratives. They are usually family 
members, in particular the inclusive ‘we’ of a patient and her brother. There is 
only one clause of human attribution outside of the family, a negative evaluation 
of a patient’s staff, they were being mean to him which she contrasts with her own, 
positive behaviour.
b) Identifying
The 21 Narrative relational identifying clauses (18%, 21/121 relational clauses) are 
widely dispersed in their semantics. Some are very close to attributive clauses, 
e.g. it was poison, and others explain the participants and situations of the tale, e.g. 
it was the neighbourhood kids. There is only identifying clause that is a summation 
of the patient’s situation: and without a doubt, that is the biggest fear in relationships.
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N5 Circumstances
As in Chronicles and Scripts, Narrative Circumstances of location:spatial (51%, 
53/103) and location:temporal (15%, 15/103) are the dominant Circumstance 
type. Physical locations are related, in childhood memories, to places of the re-
mote past, e.g. in the pram. Circumstances also construe feelings as Accompani-
ment, e.g. with this horrible feeling. There is a slight increase in Circumstances of 
cause (3%) and manner (7%) in Narratives, where they are used to layer positive 
context, in the present tense, e.g. For some reason [cause] I’ve got this lovely dream 
in my head [location:spatial] at the moment [location:temporal]. The cause is still 
unknown to P3 - for some reason - but she is not upset by this. 
N6 Summary 
In Narratives, positive aspects of self begin to appear, as patients are materially, 
mentally and verbally effective upon the world.  Positive mental affect occurred 
within a dualistic time frame of positive remembered past and imagined future. 
The introduction of Circumstances of cause and angle, although still rare suggest 
an expanded thinking about experience, which is explored more fully in the ar-
gument structure of the texts (Henderson-Brooks 2006) rather than in the tran-
sitivity.
Discussion: Chronicles, Scripts and Narratives as different 
representations of experience
The close linguistic examination in the transitivity analysis above has shown dis-
tinct differences in grammatical patterns for Chronicles, Scripts and Narratives, 
which are summarised in Table 9 below. Semantic realisations of lexicogrammati-
cal findings are included in italics. A discussion of the findings follows the table. 
Chronicles Scripts Narratives 
Participant
Patients, named 
people and 
generalised people 
Patients, named 
people and 
generalised people 
Patients, named 
people and 
imagined people 
Material 
Clauses
Patients are Actors 
who: 
– act on concrete 
Goals or  in Goalless 
clauses
– do not act upon or be 
acted upon by anybody
Patients are Actor 
and Goal upon 
themselves- they have 
no other Goals
Irrealis people act 
in concert with 
patients 
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Material 
Clauses
Other people act on 
human and concrete 
Goals
Generalised normal 
people are not Actors
People with BPD act 
upon themselves or 
in Goalless clauses
 For patients there is a 
lack of material impact 
upon the world
The material 
experience is restricted
Positive actions are 
remembered and 
imagined
Interactions occur 
between people
Relational 
Clauses
Patients possess 
material goods and 
negative Attributes 
Patients possess 
negative feelings and 
negative symptoms
Patients report 
positive self 
attribution in the 
past and present
Other people possess 
negative Attributes
Named others 
possess Positive 
material goods 
and have positive 
Attributes
Generalised normal 
people do not 
possess negative 
symptoms and 
also have positive 
Attributes
People with BPD 
possess negative 
behaviours
Repetition of one idea 
Patients have 
material and 
abstract childhood 
Possessions
Relational 
identifying summarise 
preceding events
 ‘This is the way I am’ 
Relational 
identifying contrast 
patient to the world
‘They are not me, no-
one is me’
Relational 
identifying includes 
patient in the world
‘I am one of them 
now’
Other people are 
negatively judged for 
their impact upon 
patients’ experiences
Attributes of others are 
reported to reinforce 
negative self 
Patients are able 
to remember 
themselves as 
positive in the past 
or imagine positive 
situations 
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A functional linguistic shift 
Table 9 above summarises the different construals of experience in the three 
Conversational Model ‘conversations’. The fine-grained transitivity analysis of 
the previous sections showed how patients present arguments for their own ef-
fectuality and engagement with the world in comparison with the effectuality 
of other people. These sections showed a contrastive functional shift between 
Chronicles, Scripts and Narratives. The fact that the patients can provide alter-
nate transitivity descriptions for themselves and other people shows that their 
construals are not due to a linguistic inability to construe an agentive world, but 
rather are a choice within their linguistic repertoire.
Mental 
Clauses
Limited mental 
clauses 
Limited mental 
clauses 
Increased mental 
clauses
All patients’ mental 
affect is impacted 
on by other people’s 
mental affect
All patient’s mental 
affect is negative and 
ineffectual 
Mental cognition of 
a wide group of non 
specified people is 
reported, including 
what they are not 
thinking
I remember 
introduces happy 
memory 
I fantasise 
introduces happy 
imagination
Limited inner experience
Ineffectual desires of 
patients and effectual 
desires of other people
Reduced inner experience Expanded and positive 
inner experience
Verbal 
Clauses
Unprocessed direct 
speech of real people 
is reported
Other people’s speech 
impacts patients 
Irrealis people speak Speech to self 
Reported speech is 
ineffectual for patients 
Limited verbal 
representation
Irrealis speech shows 
futility 
Speech to self reflects 
separate internal 
world
Circumstances
Circumstances 
physically place real 
participants in time and 
space in material clauses
No Circumstances of 
cause and angle
Generalised 
Circumstances 
specify claims about 
generalised participants
No Circumstances of 
cause and angle
Circumstances 
physically place 
things in childhood 
Slight increase in 
Circumstances of 
cause and angle
Table 9: Transitivity Summary for Chronicles, Scripts and Narratives 
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There is a shift in function for Participant roles. In the ‘normal’ reported ex-
perience of Chronicles, ‘real people’ do real things to each other; in Scripts ‘real 
people’ and ‘generalised people’ provide proofs for a generalized theory of patient 
alienation from ‘normality’; and in Narratives alternative versions of normality 
are contemplated, where real people are remembered positively, and self and 
others are imagined in positive situations.
Participants’ experience is construed as having a different impact on the world 
in each of the text types. Ineffectual actions and speech in Chronicles, suggested 
by one patient as this is how I normally react become stabilised as an ineffectual 
syndrome of alienation in Scripts, where the patients’ perceived alienation from 
normality is presented as a current state of inert attributes, as in comments such 
as I am being selfish, I am not normal and I feel like a record. However, in Narratives, 
actions are effectual and positive, so that a patient can claim, I am one of them now.
The three text types also show a functional shift in their presentation of inner 
consciousness. All BPD patients show a restricted construal of their interior world. 
In Chronicles, any attempt at fulfilling desires is immediately overruled by the 
desires of others and in Scripts desire is almost absent. In Narratives, positive 
emotions are reported as either mental attributes (clustered in one Narrative) 
or as relational attributes (across all the Narratives) mostly representing inner 
experiences, e.g. I felt really happy. Even when the Phenomena of positive emotion 
are externally oriented, e.g. to weather, the introduction of mental affect lexis al-
lows a therapist to connect to the emotion lexis and thus expand a patient’s reper-
toire of emotion talk, eventually to a connection to emotions towards other people. 
Functional changes in Circumstances suggest an expanded representation of 
experience. In Chronicles, Circumstances are closely aligned with placing real 
people in time and physical place, particularly in relation to material clauses. Al-
though Circumstances in Scripts are similarly temporal and location with the 
addition of extent, they function differently from Chronicle Circumstances be-
cause they seem to locate irrealis actions of generalised people in real time and 
place for the purpose of anchoring an argument about the experience of normal-
ity. In Narratives, Circumstances of cause and angle begin to expand experience 
from ‘given’ to a consideration of causal relationships. 
in converSation with the converSational Model 
The introduction to this chapter introduced Scripts, Chronicles and Narratives 
according to the Conversational Model descriptions. From the potential range of 
linguistic questions, I chose to focus, for this chapter, on the experiential repre-
sentations of these terms. Have the functional shifts seen in the transitivity shed 
any light on how the Conversational Model descriptions are realised linguistically? 
A Chronicle is described as 
a catalogue of problems with family, work, and with bodily sensation. Nothing comes 
from an interior world. The individual’s experience is outer oriented, the language is 
linear and there is relative poverty of metaphoric usage and recount of external events 
without interpretation, present without images of the future or remembrances of the 
past (Meares, 2000: 28).
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Linguistically, ‘outer’ orientation is realised in the material recounts of ac-
tions, the reporting of verbal speech and the physical and temporal location in 
Circumstances. The lack of mental affect suggests the ‘poverty’ of the inner expe-
rience. The ‘catalogue of problems’ is seen not as a list, but a series of tales which 
exemplify patients’ evaluations of ‘this is normal’. The Conversational Model 
term ‘linear’ is discussed further below. 
A Script was introduced as a dispreferred conversation for therapists, which 
intruded upon other talk and is described in the Conversational Model thus:
The contents of the traumatic system are not organised in narrative form.. There is no 
ordering of these sentences. They are disconnected… The product does not have the 
sequencing, progressing, and evolving characteristics of a true personal narrative that 
depends on the episodic and autobiographical memory. It is repetitive and invariant. 
The narrative is a thwarted one. It does not consist of episodes of personal history but 
rather, of facts the individual has to learn about himself or herself. The language is 
linear, offering few associational linkages (Meares, 2000: 98). 
In Scripts, the recounts of Chronicles are transformed into a restricted construal 
of the world with Goalless clauses or actions only upon self.  Mental clauses con-
strue an enclosed interior world where patients’ own emotions and thoughts have 
impact only upon the patients themselves. Real people are not part of a ‘catalogue 
of problems’ as for Chronicles but part of an argument for ‘the facts the individual 
has to learn about himself or herself ’. In the Script analysis of this chapter the at-
tributes of other people are positive attributes which are used to contrast and thus 
cement patients’ negative views about themselves, in particular the ‘repetitive’ 
characteristic that they are not ‘normal’. Generalised people also imply negative at-
tributes of the patient, which become harder to counterargue because they are not 
real. Repetition is seen in relational clauses as repetition of attributes: I am tired 
and as a repetition of one idea, I am up (= out of bed in the middle of the night).  The 
Conversational Model term ‘linear’ is discussed below. 
A Narrative was introduced as a text that is highly regarded by the Conversa-
tional Model because it is the ‘conversation’ which reflects a more whole sense 
of self. It is described contrastively to Scripts and Chronicles as ‘a more sponta-
neous and complex narrative form’ (Meares, 1998: 875). The therapy goal is to 
transform conversation from Scripts and Chronicles into more highly valued 
Narratives: ‘Rather than acting in a way which seems natural in the face of a bor-
ing conversation one tries to move within it, to become a part of it in the manner 
of James’ intimate philosopher’ (Meares, 2000: 124 my underline). Thus there is 
an expectation of change for patients in therapy, with Narratives representing a 
new value of self and demonstrating successful therapy. 
 Linguistically, in Narratives there is an increased representation of the inner 
world, where mental clauses provide the congruent expression of the interior 
self. For these BPD patients with very difficult lives and no sense of the border 
of self, increased representations of the inner world are particularly seen in 
positive mental affect clauses. In these texts imagined people are not part of an 
entrenched argument about self (as they were for Scripts) but experimentation 
with potential attributes of potential people, among whom the patient can now 
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be included. They also allow alternatives for current patient behaviour, which are 
important for the development of self. Other people do things which patients 
find empowering rather than alienating because the patient can imagine herself 
doing these ‘normal’ activities. This movement opens up an alternate reality, a 
duality of experience in the representation of self, and hence represents a shift 
in the state of self. 
Linear Language in the Conversational Model 
The Conversational Model descriptions for Chronicle and Script include the 
description of non-preferred language which is ‘linear’. This term is used meta-
phorically by Meares, where ‘linear’ language is exemplified by legal language 
and ‘non-linear’ language by poetry (Meares, 1998: 882). There are linguistic dif-
ficulties with Meares terminology. Since the terms are themselves metaphorical 
descriptions of the clinical experience, they are not quantifiable as he describes 
them and rely on further anecdotal evidence within the Conversational Model. A 
full multistratal analysis is required to fully realise Meares’ syndrome of linearity 
(see Henderson-Brooks, 2006). 
The functional shifts seen in the transitivity analysis in this chapter provide 
evidence for patterns of meaning which do not require metaphorical description, 
and so I will not further explicate linear and non-linear language here, apart from 
a few brief comments drawn from the overall lexicogrammatical analysis. In the 
transitivity patterns Meares’ notion of linear is most overtly displayed in the way 
that current or recent events are realised in the grammar as inexorable patterns. 
In these texts one finds a sense of a world with a lack of options. In Chronicles, 
the grammatical duality of reported speech is typically without reflexivity and 
the modality is limited, allowing no opportunity for possible change. In Scripts, 
the inexorable conditions are realised as paratactically connected negative at-
tributes, which suggests a singular line of existence, again without the poten-
tial for change. When a rare alternative and potentially positive viewpoint is in-
troduced by the therapist to counter the persistent negativity, for example, the 
possibility that a patient might be sleeping well, the patient is unable to accept 
the view and returns immediately to entrenched negative beliefs. These two text 
types thus give a monoview of an ineffectual self in a world where the potential 
for change is not represented.
Non-linear speech is closely associated with complexity in the Conversation-
al Model (Meares, 2000: 128) and it is primarily found in Narratives, where shifts 
between time frames and between points of evaluation, along with instances of 
internal dialogue, suggest a plurality of consciousness and demonstrate an inte-
rior and separate world, revealing a border to self. Time shifts, either to the past 
or future, allow new connections between events hitherto not linked, or between 
affective states not previously integrated. The distance and frequency of the time 
shifts, and the fact that they are mentalised through I remember rather than ma-
terialized through direct report of actions (as for Chronicles) create the new con-
nections, thus supplying the potential for a new world view. Thus a degree of 
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reflexivity is introduced, so that the tale becomes an ordering of the world rather 
than a recount of events. 
Conclusion 
This paper has shown that therapeutically relevant aspects of the self can be 
productively described in a consistent and reproducible way as a construction 
of meaning. The results of the analysis presented above show that Chronicles, 
Scripts and Narratives are linguistically discrete in their grammatical construal 
of experience. This provides a linguistically informed basis for the Conversation-
al Model’s three types of conversation and supports their claims of subtle shifts 
in self in the different types of conversation (Meares, 1998: 876). The different 
experiential representations of self display a shifting state between an alienated 
or truncated self (Chronicles and Scripts) and self as an expanded set of experi-
ential options which impact on the world (Narratives). This of course raises the 
question of how these changes come about. The importance of the transition 
between text types, particularly in relation to the technique of the therapist, is 
the focus of current research. The sufficiency of three text types to represent the 
complex tale of self, and the role of potential other text types, are also issues for 
discussion which are beyond the scope of this chapter. 
This chapter suggests the value of interdisciplinary conversations between 
linguists and practitioners of the Conversational Model, in which the applica-
tions of one group increase the reflective capabilities of the other. An ongoing 
dialogue between a linguistic theory and a psychotherapy theory simultaneously 
impacts on the theory of therapy, the practice of therapy, and the theory and ap-
plication of linguistics. 
The author wishes to thank the necessarily anonymous therapists and patients 
who so generously provided the data for this study. The author also thanks the 
anonymous reviewers for their helpful comments in preparation of this chapter.
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Actor Instances Inscription Examples
Actor: Human
Patient 37% (42) I threw the rest out 
Patient plus other 4% (5) We had to bring cakes in 
Mother 1% (1) She lives in the house with his brother
Mother-in-law 5 % (6) She sneaks down
Beatrice 7% (9) She came in
Husband 4% (4) He was living with his mother 
Son 12% (14) He dropped the watermelon 
Male 4% (5) He handed me the book 
One (you) 6% (7) You have to get permission 
People plural 7% (9) They (Andrew and Sarah) pulled up
Other people general 4 % (4) They would have made toffees (other parents)
Total 91% (106)
Things Physical       1% (2) The watermelon smashed open 
Abstract entity/idea/fact 
 
      8% (10) Something has happened.
It all falls apart
It never stops 
Total 100% (118)
Appendix 1:  Selected Lexicogrammatical Analysis for Chronicles, Scripts 
and Narratives 
Table 2: Chronicle Material Clauses: Participants: Actor
Table 2: Grammatical Actor in Material Clauses for Chronicle
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Inscription Examples
Process 
Lexis
Goal/Range Lexis 
Goal/Range: Human           Total = 7 
I met my husband meet my husband (Range) 
I upset her upset mother-in law (Range) 
I’d never do anything to her do anything, mother-in-law (Beneficiary) 
Goal: Thing Concrete         Total=12 
I’ll go and buy a watermelon buy a watermelon
Goal: Thing Abstract          Total=2    
that I did that do concept
Maybe I shouldn’t do behaviour 
Goalless                                Total=21  
I’ll just sit sit -
As I pulled up pull up -
I’d probably just walk out walk Circ: loc 
get on with the day sort of thing get on Circ: manner
Table 3: Grammatical Goal in Material Clauses where the patient is Actor for Chronicle 
Table 3: Chronicle Material Clauses: Participants: Goal/Range
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Inscription Examples
Patient 
I got very upset and depressed 
I feel [[ like I’m going to blow]] 
My reaction is a bit over the top 
that I was really pissed of
Mother-in-law 
she’s very elderly
she was really nasty to me 
Husband
he’s not worried about the aviary 
in the meantime he was cranky with me
Beatrice 
She’s a bitch man 
and she was shitty
Son Edward 
Cause he’s just…go go go every bloody morning 
Generalised 
everybody, nobody’s perfect 
Table 4: Chronicle Example Relational Attributes of Patients and other People 
Table 4: Example Relational Attributes of Patients and other People in Chronicle 
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Actor Instances Inscription Examples
Human Actors
Patient 68% (54) I don’t do those things
Patient plus other - -
Specific Female: named friend 2% (2) Mary just rang then 
Specific Female: Mother - -
Male - Father 2% (2) Dad rang last night 
Someone 2% (2) Someone leaves me 
One (you) 1% (1) you can’t get a proper night’s sleep 
Generalised people with BPD 7% (5) they point the finger
Generalised other people ‘normal’ 3% (3) they are not cutting themselves
Things physical -
Abstract entity/idea /fact 15% (12) It separates you from others 
Total 100% (81)
Table 5: Grammatical Actor in Material Clauses for Script 
Table 5: Scripts Material Clauses: Participants: Actor
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Inscription Examples
Process 
Lexis
Goal/Range 
Lexis
Goal/Range: Human                       Total= 6                         
I would have killed myself long ago kill myself
I’m comparing myself with the normal healthy people compare myself
Because I’m not trying to kill myself all the time kill myself
Goal: Thing Concrete                          Total = 6
I don’t eat anything eat anything (food)
I don’t eat much in the day eat much (food)
so should I buy a new car buy car
Goal: Thing Abstract                           Total= 10 
 I never learned that learn that
I’ve tried them all try them (ideas)
and may be I never really learned learn thing
I don’t do those things do actions
Goalless                                                       Total: 32
Total Clauses: 54 
Table 6: Script Material Clauses: Participants: Goal/Range
Table 6: Grammatical Goal in Material Clauses for Script 
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Actor Instances Inscription Examples
Human Actor 
Patient 19% (19) I built Lego
Patient plus other 14% (14) We just made collages out of everything
Mother 10% (10) She made tinsel out of bottle tops 
Male 5% (4+1 father) Dad sat on all the memories 
One (you) 9% (9) because you’ve done something 
Other people generalised 6% (6) and they are travelling a bit or something 
Things Physical 4% (4) The little bunnies were jumping around
Abstract entity/idea /fact 12% (12) It just sort of hangs over me
material clauses without 
Actor 
(non-finite or passive 
clauses)
19
Total 98
Table 7: Narrative Material Clauses: Participants: Actor
Table 7: Grammatical Actor in Material Clauses for Narrative 
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Goal /Range
Inscription 
Examples
Process 
Lexis
Goal/ Range 
Lexis
Patient as Sole Actor Total =19 
Goal: Human Total =3 I can’t even defend 
myself
defend myself
Goal: Thing Concrete total = 2 I built lego built lego
Goal: Thing Abstract total = 3 I didn’t do it on 
purpose
do action
 Goalless: total = 11 I went to the office go Circumstance
Patient + Other Total =14
Goal: Human Total = 0 -
Goal: Thing Concrete total = 2 We just made collages -
Goal: Thing Abstract total = 5 We did so much stuff 
together
did actions
Goalless total = 7 We used to climb on 
the roof
climb
-
Table 8: Narrative Material Clauses: Participants: Goal /Range
Table 8: Grammatical Goal in Material Clauses for Narrative 
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